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Abstrat
This artile ontains leture notes of M. Shifman from the Saalburg Summer
Shool 2004. The topi is supersymmetri Yang-Mills theory, in partiular the
gluino ondensate in pure SUSY gluodynamis.
1 Introdution
These are Leture Notes from the Saalburg Summer Shool 2004 Leture of M. Shif-
man, William I. Fine Theoretial Physis Institute, University of Minnesota, Min-
neapolis, MN 55455, USA. They deal with supersymmetri gauge theories, in parti-
ular with the alulation of the gluino ondensate. A more in-depth treatment an
be found in the review [1℄ and the book [2℄. A onise and very learly written intro-
dution to supersymmetry an be found in the book [10℄ whih I also reommend.
There are various older papers on the subjet, see e.g. [3, 4℄.
2 SUSY Preliminaries
2.1 SUSY Algebra
In ontrast to the generators of the Lorentz group, the generators of supersymmetry
transformations (superharges) are spinors and obey antiommutation relations. In
this letures we only onsider N = 1 supersymmetry in four spaetime dimensions.
1
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Then the SUSY generators are a left-handed Weyl spinor Qα, α = 1, 2, and its
Hermitean onjugate Qα˙, α˙ = 1, 2 whih satisfy the (anti)ommutation relations [6℄{Qα,Qβ} = {Qα˙,Qβ˙} = 0 (1a){Qα,Qα˙} = 2σmαα˙Pm (1b)[Qα,Pm] = [Qα˙,Pm] = 0 (1)
From Eq. (1b), wee see that the mass dimension of Q is [Qα] = 12 [Pm] = 12 . The last
line tells us that [Qα,P2] = 0, whih means that supersymmetry transformations do
not hange the mass of a state.
Poinaré and supersymmetry basially exhaust the possible symmetries of the S
matrix of a sensible QFT, apart from a ompat internal symmetry
2
. The part of
the internal symetry whih does not ommute with the generators of supersymmetry
transformations is alled R symmetry, whih in the N = 1 ase is at most a U(1)
rotating the superharges.
2.2 Superspae
Just as the momentum operator is realised as translations −i∂m in Minkowski spae,
the supersymmetry generators an be represented by dierential operators Qα, Qα˙
on a larger spae whih is (of ourse) alled superspae (it was introdued in [8℄). In
addition to the usual Minkowski oordinates xm, this spae ontains two additional
Grassmann valued (i.e. antiommuting) Weyl spinors θα, θ¯α˙. Points in this spae are
thus labeled by oordinates zM = (xm, θα, θ¯α˙). (Our onventions regarding spinors
and σ-matries are olleted in the appendix.) Note that the θ's have mass dimension
[θ] =
[
θ¯
]
= −1
2
. If an R symmetry is present, the θ's are rotated as well. The
supersymmetry generators are then represented by the operators
Qα = ∂α − iσmαα˙θ¯α˙∂m ,
Qα˙ = −∂¯α˙ + iθασmαα˙∂m.
(2)
Other important operators are the supersymmetry-ovariant derivatives
Dα = ∂α + iσ
m
αα˙θ¯
α˙∂m
Dα˙ = −∂¯α˙ − iθασmαα˙∂m
(3)
whih fulll {
Dα, Dα˙
}
= −2iσmαα˙∂m , {Dα, Dβ} =
{
Dα˙, Dβ˙
}
= 0 ,
{Dα, Qβ} =
{
Dα, Qβ˙
}
=
{
Dα˙, Qβ
}
=
{
Dα˙, Qβ˙
}
= 0.
2
This is roughly the HaagopuszanskiSohnius theorem, see [7℄.
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2.3 Superelds
Superelds (whih were introdued in the same work of Salam and Strathdee) are
funtions of the superspae oordinates whih are dened by their expansion in the
antiommuting oordinates. Sine θ3 = θ¯3 = 0, the expansion an ontain only terms
with at most two θ's and two θ¯'s:
F (x, θ, θ¯) = b+ θχ+ θ¯φ+ θ2m+ θ¯2n+ θσmθ¯am + θ
2θ¯ψ¯ + θ¯2θλ+ θ2θ¯2d, (4)
where the omponent elds b, m, n and d are salars, am is a vetor and χ, λ, ψ¯ and
φ are left- or right-handed spinors, all funtions of xm. Moreover,
θ2 ≡ θαθα , θ¯2 ≡ θα˙θα˙ .
One may or may not impose the ondition of reality, F † = F . The supereld F is
usually referred to as the vetor supereld. The reason will beome lear shortly. The
omponent elds in F form a representation of the supersymmetry algebra. They
will be involved in onstrution of the gauge setor. For onstruting supersymmetri
Yang-Mills theories with matter, we will also use shorter superelds as generalisations
of matter fermions. The matter elds will be omponents of the (irreduible) hiral
multiplet φ, dened as
Dα˙φ = 0 . (5a)
The hiral supereld an be regarded as a funtion dened not on the full superspae,
but, rather, on the left-handed subspae parametrised by the oordinates xm
L
=
xm + iθσmθ¯ and θ, with no expliit dependene on θ¯, sine in this basis, Dα˙ = −∂¯α˙,
and thus Eq. (5a) means that φ does not depend on θ¯ expliitly. The possibility
of introduing suh supereld is due to the fat that the supertransformations of xL
and θ are losed, namely,
δηx
m
L
= 2iθσmη¯ δηθ
α = ηα,
where η is the (Weyl spinor valued) transformation parameter.
The omponent expansion of the hiral supereld is partiularly simple. The
expansion in terms of the usual oordinates an be obtained by the Taylor expansion
in the Grassmann variables,
φ = A(xL) +
√
2 θχ(xL) + θ
2F (xL)
= A(x) + iθσmθ¯∂mA(x) +
1
4
θ2θ¯2A(x)
+
√
2 θχ(x)− i√
2
θ2∂mχ(x)σ
mθ¯ + θ2F (x) .
(5b)
3
Analogously, antihiral els φ are dened as
Dαφ = 0, (5)
and their expansion is best expressed in terms of xm
R
= xm − iθσmθ¯ and θ¯:
φ = A(xR) +
√
2 θ¯χ¯(xR) + θ
2F (xR)
= A(x)− iθσmθ¯∂mA(x) + 14θ2θ¯2A(x)
+
√
2 θ¯χ¯(x) + i√
2
θ¯2θσm∂mχ¯(x) + θ
2F (x) .
(5d)
Conjugates of hiral elds are antihiral, and a eld that is both hiral and an-
tihiral is onstant. Produts of hiral elds are again hiral, a produt of a hiral
and an antihiral eld is neither hiral nor antihiral.
If we want the salar A to have anonial mass dimension [A] = 1, we must assign
to φ the dimension [φ] = 1. Sine [θ] = −1
2
, the spinor eld χ also has the orret
dimension. The eld F , however, has mass dimension two. This signies that it is
an auxiliary eld, appearing in the Lagrangean without derivatives, and that it an
be eliminated by its equations of motion.
The physial omponents of the hiral superelds are salar or spinor. To inor-
porate the gauge eld we need to turn to Eq. (4). The vetor supereld V , whih
is a generalisation of the gauge vetor elds in non-supersymmetri theories, on-
tains a vetor eld, a Weyl fermion and its onjugate (the gaugino, equivalent to a
Majorana fermion) and a few other elds whih an be eliminated by a supergauge
transformation or are auxiliary. The reality ondition
V † = V (6a)
is implied. The omponent expansion of the vetor supereld is given in Eq. (4).
Supergauge transformations ating on this eld are inhomogeneous. They involve
hiral superelds as their parameters, ina way suh that lower omponents of V an
be gauged away. This is the famous WessZumino gauge whih leaves us with the
following deomposition:
V = −θσmθ¯vm + iθ2θ¯λ¯− iθ¯2θλ + 12θ2θ¯2D. (6b)
The vetor eld vm still has the usual gauge symmetry vm → vm + ∂mβ (in the
Abelian ase). The elds λ and D are gauge invariant in the Abelian ase. In the
non-Abelian ase they transform homogeneously. The WessZumino gauge is the
one most frequently used in dealing with supersymmetri gauge theories.
4
On the other hand, if V beomes massive by some kind of the Higgs eet,
the most onvenient gauge is unitary, in whih the lower omponents are no longer
gauged away; rather, they represent additional degrees of freedom, a real salar C
and another Weyl fermion χ, as we will see later.
The vetor supereld ontains an auxiliary eld as well, the real salar D. Just as
the F eld in the hiral supereld, it has mass dimension two (sine we want vm to
have anonial dimension). The auxiliary elds are needed to make the algebra lose
o-shell and will be useful when we onsider the salar potential of supersymmetri
Yang-Mills theories.
2.4 Lagrangeans
Finally, we need a way to write down invariant ations from superelds. This an be
ahived by onstruting Lagrangeans whih vary by a total derivative under super-
symmetry transformations. The highest (auxiliary) omponents of hiral and real
superelds have exatly this property. They an be projeted out by the rules of
intergration over the Grassmann variables (Berezin integral
3
), whih for one anti-
ommuting variable θ are4∫
dθ 1 = 0
∫
dθ θ = 1. (7)
This means that [dθ] = − [θ]. Note also that integration and dierentiation give
the same result for the Grassmann variables, so a d
4θ-integration over a hiral eld
vanishes (atually, it is a total derivative, so its spaetime integral vanishes and it
does not ontribute to the ation).
For superspae with two Grassmann oordinates, we dene
d
2θ = −1
4
εαβdθ
α
dθβ , d2θ¯ = −1
4
εα˙β˙dθ¯α˙dθ¯β˙ , d
4θ = d2θ d2θ¯, (8)
with oeients hosen suh that integration over the superspae oordinates gives∫
d
2θ θ2 =
∫
d
2θ¯ θ¯2 =
∫
d
4θ θ2θ¯2 = 1.
3
Grassmann variable alulus, with appliations in quantum eld theory, was developed by Felix
Berezin in a series of papers whih were summarized in the book [9℄. The book was published in
Russian in 1965, and was translated immediately.
4
This ompletely xes the integration, sine any funtion f(θ) an be expanded as f(θ) = a+ bθ.
This denition furthermore is unique up to a fator if we require translational invariane of the
integral.
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So, the integral over the Grassmann oordinates projets out the F -omponents
of hiral superelds and the D-omponents of real superelds. We an for example
onsider a theory with just a hiral supereld φ, i.e. a salar and a spinor. For the
Lagrangean we need a kineti term and, maybe, mass or interation terms. The
kineti term is provided just by
L
kin
=
∫
d
4θ φφ. (9a)
The surviving terms need to have two θ's and two θ¯'s, so we have to ollet the
possible ombinations from Eqs. (5b) and (5d). This gives
L
kin
= 1
4
(
AA +AA
)− 1
2
∂mA∂
mA + i
2
(∂mχ¯σ¯
mχ− χ¯σ¯m∂mχ) + FF
= −∂mA∂mA− iχ¯σ¯m∂mχ+ FF
(9b)
and we see that indeed F appears without derivatives. In going from the rst to
the seond line we have performed an integration by parts and dropped the total
derivative terms.
Mass and interation terms appear as purely hiral ombinations of elds in the
so-alled superpotential,
L
SP
=
∫
d
2θ
(
1
2
mφ2 + 1
3
λφ3︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= W (φ)
)
+ H.., (10a)
where m and λ are in general omplex oeients. In omponents, this gives
L
SP
= mFA− 1
2
mχχ + λFA2 − Aχχ+ H.. (10b)
In Eq. (10a), a term linear in φ an be absorbed by a redenition of the eld.
If we now ombine the two parts of the Lagrangean to L = L
kin
+ L
SP
, we an
eliminate F and F by their equations of motion,
0 = ∂m
δL
δ
(
∂mF
) = δL
δF
= F +mA+ λ¯A2. (11)
This means that the part of the Lagrangean ontaining F and F redues to
LF = −
(
mA + λ¯A2
) (
mA + λA2
)
= −
∣∣∣∣∂W∂φ
∣∣∣∣2 ≡ −V (A), (12)
the potential for the salar eld whih is always nonnegative.
6
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Figure 1: Verties of SQED. Vertex (a) is the ordinary QED photon-eletron-eletron vertex. Ex-
hanging partiles and their superpartners gives verties (b) and (). Additionally, there are the
quarti salar and salar-photon verties (d) and (e).
3 Super-Yang-Mills Theory
3.1 Super-QED
Super-QED (SQED) is the supersymmetri generalisation of QED, so it must on-
tain an eletron, and a photon, together with their superpartners, seletron and
photino. What kinds of interations an we expet? First of all, there should be
the ordinary eletron-eletron-photon vertex from QED 1(a). But in this vertex,
we an exhange two of the elds for their superpartners, resulting in an eletron-
seletron-photino vertex 1(b) and a seletron-seletron-photon vertex 1(). We will
see that there are also two quarti verties, namely a four-seletron vertex 1(d) and
a seletron-seletron-photon-photon vertex 1(e). The form of these verties is xed
by supersymmetry, as an most onvieniently be seen in superelds:
The eletron and positron together form a Dira spinor Ψ whih an be deom-
posed into two Weyl spinors of opposite hirality, Ψ = (χ, η¯)T . Both χ and η¯ have
eletri harge +1. The omplex onjugate eld Ψ¯ = (η, χ¯) also ontains a left- and
a right-handed spinor, both with eletri harge −1. So we an desribe the eletron
by two left handed Weyl spinors χ and η with eletri harges +1 and −1, respe-
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tively. The onjugate elds χ¯ and η¯ have opposite harges. We arrange χ and η in
two hiral superelds:
Q = ϕ+ θχ+ θ2F harge + 1 (13a)
Q˜ = ϕ˜+ θη + θ2F˜ harge − 1 (13b)
They are aompanied by salar elds ϕ and ϕ˜, the seletrons (or seletron and
spositron) and by two auxiliary elds F and F˜ .
The photon Am is plaed in a real supereld V together with its superpartner,
the photino and the auxiliary eld D. In the WessZumino gauge V reads
V = −θσmθ¯Am + iθ2θ¯λ¯− iθ¯2θλ + 12θ2θ¯2D. (14)
The gauge transformations we onsider are diret generalisations of normal QED,
where the elds transform as
Ψ→ e−ieα(x)Ψ (15a)
Am → Am + ∂mα(x). (15b)
In SQED, the gauge parameter α beomes a hiral supereld, and the gauge trans-
formations beome
Q→ e−iαQ (16a)
Q˜→ eiαQ˜ (16b)
V → V + 1
2
i (α− α¯) , (16)
so the real supereld V transforms inhomogeneously. This is preisely the property
that allows us to take V to be in the WessZumino gauge. This proedure not
only eliminates the lower omponents of V , but also xes all the additional gauge
parameters in the supereld α apart from the imaginary part of the salar omponent
whih plays the rle of the usual gauge parameter of QED. The photino and the
auxilary eld are gauge invariant.
The kineti term for the hiral multiplet as it stands in Eq. (9b), however, is not
gauge invariant. It has to be modied to
L
kin,eletron
=
∫
d
4θ
(
Qe2VQ + Q˜e−2V Q˜
)
. (17)
The exponential exp{2V } is is atually quite simple in the WessZumino gauge,
sine V 3 = 0. In zeroth order it just reprodues the kineti terms of Eq. (9b); the
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higher terms mainly amount to hanging ordinary derivatives to ovariant ones, but
introdue one important additional term that inludes the D-omponent of V and is
D (ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜).
We also need kineti terms for the gauge supereld and, possibly, a superpotential.
The kineti term for V is usually written in terms of the eld strength supereld (or
gaugino supereld)
Wα = −14D2DαV
as
L
kin,SQED
=
1
4e2
∫
d
2θW αWα + H.., (18)
where e
2
is the omplexied oupling onstant,
1
e2
=
1
e2
+ i
ϑ
8π2
,
with ϑ the vauum angle. We are using a omplex parameter (just as in Eq. (10a))
beause hiral quantities depend holomorphially on these parameters, whih an be
a powerful tool in many alulations.
In the Abelian ase we deal with now Wα is a gauge invariant hiral supereld.
Its omponent expansion is
Wα = −iλα + θβ (iFαβ + εαβD) + θ2σmαα˙∂mλ¯α˙, (19)
where Fαβ is the photon eld strength with spinor indies,
Fαβ = (∂mAn − ∂nAm) σmnαβ = Fβα.
So L
kin,SQED
takes the omponent form
L
kin,SQED
=
1
4e2
[−4iλ/∂λ¯ + 2D2 − FmnFmn]+ ϑ
64π2
εmnklFmnFkl. (20)
The superpotential is strongly restrited by gauge invariane. Sine we have two
hiral superelds of opposite harge, the only possible term (restriting to renormal-
isable ouplings) is
L
SP
=
∫
d
2θmQ˜Q+ H.., (21)
9
sine the superpotential an only depend on the neutral produt Q˜Q, and a term(
Q˜Q
)2
would already require a oeient with mass dimension -1. Again, m is
a omplex parameter whose absolute value will be the mass of the eletron and
seletron.
Now we have kineti terms for matter and gauge elds as as well as a superpoten-
tial. What else an be present? Atually, there is one more term, whih is possible
only for Abelian theories, the so-alled Fayet-Iliopoulos (or ξ) term,
L
FI
= 2
∫
d
4θ ξV = ξD (22)
whih is (super)gauge invariant by itself (this is learly seen fron Eq. (16); the
d
4θ integral of hiral and antihiral superelds vanishes). It looks rather innoent,
but has important onsequenes as we will see shortly. The oeient of the real
supereld, ξ, is real too. The the dependene on ξ is not holomorphi.
Now we an ollet all the terms of the Lagrangean,
L = L
kin,eletron
+ L
kin,SQED
+ L
SP
+ L
FI
=
∫
d
4θ
(
Qe2VQ+ Q˜e−2V Q˜+ 2ξV
)
+
{∫
d
2θ
(
mQ˜Q+
1
4e2
W αWα
)
+ H..
}
= −Dm ¯˜ϕDmϕ˜−Dmϕ¯Dmϕ−mχη −mχ¯η¯
− i
2
(Dmχ¯σ¯
mχ− χ¯σ¯mDmχ)− i
2
(Dmη¯ σ¯
mη − η¯ σ¯mDmη)
− 1
e2
(
2iλ/∂λ¯ + FmnF
mn
)
+
ϑ
8π
εmnklFmnFkl
+ FF + F˜ F˜ +mϕF˜ +mϕ¯F˜ +mϕ˜F +m ¯˜ϕF
+
2
e2
D2 + ξD +D (ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜) .
(23)
Here, Dmα = ∂mα± iAmα, where α = (ϕ, ϕ˜, χ, η) and their onjugates and the sign
depends on the harge.
The rst two lines ontain the kineti terms for eletrons and seletrons and
mass terms for the fermions, the third line ontains the gauge setor kineti terms
and the last two lines are the auxiliary eld ontribution. To obtain mass terms for
the salars and exhibit other interesting eets, we have to eliminate these auxiliary
elds via their equations of motion.
10
The equations of motion are
0 = F +m ¯˜ϕ , (24)
0 = F˜ +mϕ¯ , (25)
0 = D +
e2
4
(ξ + ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜) , (26)
so the auxiliary eld Lagrangean beomes the potential term for the salar elds,
L
aux
= − (|m|2 ¯˜ϕϕ˜+ |m|2ϕ¯ϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VF (ϕ,ϕ˜)
− e
2
8
(ξ + ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
VD(ϕ,ϕ˜)
= −V (ϕ, ϕ˜). (27)
This is alled the salar potential; it onsists of two parts: the F term part and the
D term part.
The salar potential allows us to analyse the vaua of the theory. We see that
the potential is a sum of squares, so it an never be negative. That means that eld
ongurations for whih V = 0 are vaua (and supersymmetry is unbroken in these
ases). However, the existene of supersymmetri vaua depends on the parameters
ξ and m. Let us onsider four ases:
Case m = ξ = 0: The salar potential redues to
V = VD = (ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜)2 , (28)
whih vanishes for any eld onguration where ϕ = ϕ˜. Both elds, being equal, an
take arbitrary omplex value. Thus, the vauum manifold, i.e. the set of minima of
the salar potential V , is a omplex line. What is more important is that distint
vaua on this line are not physially equivalent. This is dierent from the degenerate
vaua situation in ordinary QFT. Typially the degenerate vaua situation takes
plae when a global symmetry is spontaneously broken. In this ase one deals with
a ompat set of physially equivalent vaua (e.g. the Mexian hat potential). In
supersymmety non-ompat ontinuous vauum manifolds are typial. They are
usually alled at diretions. The elds orresponding to these diretions are referred
to as moduli elds.
Atually, the requirement ϕ = ϕ˜ is not neessary, sine only the absolute value
enters the potential, and it might seem that there is a larger vauum manifold.
However, the relative phase of ϕ and ϕ˜ is a gauge artefat, and one an use the
produt ϕ˜ϕ as a gauge-independent parametrisation of the vaua (sometimes alled
a omposite modulus).
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All vaua in this ase have vanishing potential, so supersymmetry is unbroken,
but for 〈ϕ〉 6= 0 or 〈ϕ˜〉 6= 0, the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. It is lear
that the vauum 〈ϕ〉 = 0 and 〈ϕ˜〉 = 0, with unbroken gauge symmetry, is speial.
Case m = 0, ξ 6= 0: In this ase VF = 0 still holds, but VD gets modied,
V = VD = (ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜+ ξ)2 . (29)
If we minimise the potential (assuming
5 ξ > 0), we arrive at the ondition
¯˜ϕϕ˜− ϕ¯ϕ = ξ .
This equation has solutions whih preserve supersymmetry (i.e. V = 0), but the
gauge symmetry is always broken. Even if we put ϕ = 0, still |ϕ˜|2 = ξ. Sine in this
ase the absolute values of the elds are xed, all that is left of the vauum manifold
is a ompat U(1)-irle, with all vaua on this irle being equivalent. Sine ϕ
need not vanish and its absolute value an be arbitrary, the full vauum manifold is
non-ompat.
Case m 6= 0, ξ = 0: This ase is quite simple, sine the potential has just one
minimum at ϕ = ϕ˜ = 0, so neither gauge nor supersymmetry is broken.
Case m 6= 0, ξ 6= 0: In the full potential, it is obvious that there will be no
supersymmetri vaua, sine VF vanishes only at the origin, where VD does not, and
hene V > 0 always. So supersymmetry is broken. Now we proeed to nd the
minima:
0 =
∂V
∂ϕ¯
= 2
[
(ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜+ ξ) + 1
2
|m|2]ϕ (30a)
0 =
∂V
∂ ¯˜ϕ
= 2
[− (ϕ¯ϕ− ¯˜ϕϕ˜+ ξ) + 1
2
|m|2] ϕ˜ (30b)
We distinguish four possibilities:
(i) ϕ = ϕ˜ = 0: This is an extremal point of the potential where V = ξ2. Whether
is is a maximum or minimum depends on the magnitudes of m and ξ. This an
be heked diretly, but we will see that when we onsider the other ases. The
potential for the ase where this is the minumum is skethed in Figure 2(a).
5
If ξ < 0, just exhange ϕ and ϕ˜ in the following disussion.
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ϕ, ϕ˜
V
(a) ξ < 1
2
|m|2
ϕ, ϕ˜
V
(b) ξ > 1
2
|m|2
Figure 2: Sketh of the salar potential
for SQED with Fayet-Iliopoulos term. If
ξ < 1
2
|m|2, the minimum of the potential is
at the origin, so gauge symmetry is unbro-
ken (left gure, ase (i)). If ξ > 1
2
|m|2, the
minima are at a nonzero value of some of the
elds, breaking gauge symmetry (right gure,
ases (ii) and (iii)). Sine V > 0, supersym-
metry is always broken for nonzero ξ and m.
(ii) ϕ = 0, ϕ˜ 6= 0: This means that 1
2
|m|2 − ξ + ¯˜ϕϕ˜ = 0, whih is only possible if
ξ > 1
2
|m|2. The value of the potential is V = |m|2 (ξ − 1
4
|m|2), whih is smaller
than the value at the origin, V (0) = ξ2, if the above ondition holds.
(iii) ϕ 6= 0, ϕ˜ = 0: Now we need 1
2
|m|2 + ξ + ¯˜ϕϕ˜ = 0, whih is only possible if
ξ < −1
2
|m|2. The potential is in this ase V = |m|2 (−ξ − 1
4
|m|2) < ξ2. So
in this ase as in the one before, the extremum at the origin is atually not a
minimum. The mimima our at nite values of the elds, so gauge symmetry
is broken in the vauum. The potential in these ases is skethed in Figure
2(b).
(iv) ϕ 6= 0, ϕ˜ 6= 0: In this ase, there is no extremal point at all for nonzero mass.
If m = 0, it redues to the ase onsidered before where gauge symmetry is
broken, but supersymmetry is not.
3.2 SUSY Gluodynamis
After SQED, we will now onsider non-Abelian gauge theories. The simplest example
is a pure Super-Yang-Mills theory (SYM) without matter, sometimes alled SUSY
gluodynamis. This theory ontains a vetor eld Am = A
a
mT
a
and a Majorana spinor
λα = λ
a
αT
a
, both in the adjoint representation of the gauge group with generators
T a. They are again grouped in a vetor supereld V = V aT a whih we an take to
be in the WessZumino gauge. The ation looks rather simple,
S =
1
2g2
∫
d
4xd2θ trW αWα + H..
=
∫
d
4x
{
− 1
4g2
GamnG
amn +
ϑ
32π2
GamnG˜
a,mn +
1
g2
λ¯a /Dλa
}
,
(31)
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where Dm = ∂m − iAm is the ovariant derivative and g is the omplexied oupling
onstant,
1
g2
=
1
g2
+ i
ϑ
8π2
.
Moreover,
G˜a,mn =
1
2
ǫmnklGakl .
This theory is believed to be onning and is asymptotially free, i.e. the rst oef-
ient of the β-funtion (Gell-MannLow funtion) is negative. For a SU(N) gauge
group, β0 = −3N .6
3.2.1 Gluino Condensate
The aspet we will fous on is the gluino ondensate 〈λaλa〉, whih vanishes pertur-
batively, but does not vanish in the nonperturbative treatment and an be omputed
exatly [1℄. We will alulate its value in Chapter 3.3. Now we give the result and
argue for its plausibility. The result is
〈λa,αλaα〉 = −6NΛ3 exp
{
i
(
2πk
N
+
ϑ
N
)}
, k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (32)
In this expression, Λ is the sale where the theory beomes strongly oupled. It is
the only dimensionful parameter, so it has to appear to the third power. The pre-
fator N an be understood sine the sum over group indies involves N2 terms, but
a fator of g is inluded in λ, and g2 ∼ N−1. In the exponential, the parameter k,
k = 0, . . . , N −1 labels distint supersymmetri vaua, reeting the N-fold vauum
degeneray.
The above general form an be derived from holomorphiity in onjuntion with
renormalization group (RG) arguments. The only RG invariant expression of dimen-
sion of mass whih an be built from g and the renomalisation sale µ is
6
This an be understood from the β funtion of a non-supersymmetri SU(N

) gauge theory with
N
f
avours, where β0 = − 113 N + 23Nf. The supersymmetri theory an be thought of as a usual
theory with one gaugino, so N
f
= 1. There is an additional fator of N

for the gaugino ontribution
beause it is in the adjoint representation of the gauge group rather than in the fundamental. The
graphs ontributing to this term ontain a Casimir operator for the representation, and the ratio of
the Casimirs in the adjoint and fundamental representation is 2N

. Furthermore, the gaugino is a
Majorana fermion with only half as many degrees of freedom as the Dira one, so there is another
fator of
1
2
, resulting in β0 = − 113 N + 23N = −3N.
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µ exp{−8π2(|β0|g)−1}, so
〈λλ〉 = c
[
µ exp
{
−8π
2
|β0|
1
g2
}]3
= c µ3 exp
{
−8π
2
N
1
g2
} (33)
where c is a onstant and the seond equality holds for SU(N) gauge groups
(β0 = −3N). On the other hand, 〈λλ〉 is a hiral quantity, so it must depend ana-
lytially on g, not just on g, see [1℄,
〈λλ〉 = c′µ3 exp
{
−8π
2
N
(
1
g2
+ i
ϑ
8π2
)}
= c′µ3 exp
{
−8π
2
N
1
g2
}
exp
{
i
ϑ
N
}
(34)
with a possibly dierent onstant c′. Next we notie that physial results must be
2π-periodi in the vauum angle ϑ. The above result is not, so we have to hange
the last fator in Eq. (34) to
exp
{
i
(
2πk
N
+
ϑ
N
)}
.
The parameter k labels the distint (but degenerate) vaua, of whih there are N
This is exatly the value of the Witten index IW in SU(N) theories [5℄, whih in fat
ounts the number of vaua. If there are no matter elds, supersymmetry is always
unbroken.
3.2.2 Existene of N Vaua
We an also dedue the number of vaua by onsidering a global symmetry of the
Lagrangean (31) (besides supersymmetry). There is a global hiral U(1) symmetry
whih ats as
λ→ eiαλ , (35a)
λ¯→ e−iαλ¯ . (35b)
This global symmetry orresponds to the urrent Jm = λ¯σ¯mλ whih is lassially
onserved, ∂mJ
m = 0.
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Jm
G˜ G
Figure 3: Triangle
anomaly graph.
However, in fat, this urrent is not onserved beause of an
anomaly originating from the triangle diagram in Figure (3). This
means that the urrent is no longer onserved on the quantum level.
Its divergene an be alulated exatly,
∂mJ
m =
N
16π2
GamnG˜
a,mn
(36)
Thus, the hiral U(1) is not a symmetry of the theory. The anomaly
expliitly breaks the hiral U(1) down to a disrete subgroup,
namely the Z2N orresponding to α = πk/N , k = 1, . . . , 2N .
This is not the end of the story. A nonvanishing 〈λλ〉 is not invariant even under
this Z2N ≃ ZN × Z2, but breaks it further down to Z2. This spontaneous breaking
of the disrete symmetry implies that we are left with N distint (disrete) vaua.
3.3 Calulation of the Gluino Condensate
Now we will atually alulate the gluino ondensate. To do this head on in the
strong oupling regime is, however, impossible. To reah the result, we will have to
take a rather ompliated detour to stay with theories that are alulable, like like
in rossing an oean by jumping from small island to small island. One false step
and we will be lost in the sea of nonalulability. We will go through the following
steps:
• Restrit to SU(2) gauge group: This is mainly for tehnial simpliity, and
sine 〈λλ〉 ∼ N , the result generalises to any SU(N).
• Introdue one avour of matter elds (fermions and sfermions): They will
generially break the gauge symmetry, making the gauge elds massive. The
remaining (massless) elds an ge assembled in one hiral supereld.
• Go to the low energy eetive theory: Sine we are interested in the gluino
ondensate and hene in the vauum struture, we an integrate out the heavy
modes. We will nd that instantons generate a nonperturbative superpotential.
The resulting salar potential is a runaway potential, i.e. the minima are at
innite eld values. We will ure this by adding a small mass term for the
formerly massless elds.
• At the next step, we will relate the vauum expetation value of the light salar
elds to the gluino ondensate via the Konishi anomaly. The result will still
depend on the mass introdued before.
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• Finally, we take the mass to innity (to get rid of the matter elds we intro-
dued in the beginning). Lukily, we have full ontrol over the extrapolation
proedure, the gluino ondensate stays nite in this limit, and eventually we
arrive at the result given in Eq. (32).
3.3.1 One-Flavour SQCD
From now on, we will onsider only SU(2) as gauge group. The generators are given
by the Pauli matries, T a = 1
2
τa, a = 1, 2, 3. We also add one avour of matter,
i.e. a Dira spinor in the fundamental representation and its salar superpartners.
The elds an be assembled in two hiral superelds Qi, Q˜j transforming as doublets
under SU(2).7 For notational brevity, we will write them as Qif with a subavour
index f = 1, 2 to denote both Qi ≡ Qi1 and Q˜i ≡ Qi2. The omponent elds are
alled φf (salars), ψf (fermions) and Ff (auxiliaries). The matter Lagrangean is
just the kineti term, we will add a mass term only later,
L
matter
=
∫
d
4θ
{
Qe2VQ + Q˜e2V Q˜
}
=
∫
d
4θ Qfe
2VQf
= −ψ¯f i /Dψf −DmφfDmφf + i√2
[
φf (λψf )−H..
]
+DaφfT
aφf + F fFf .
(37)
Sine there is no superpotential so far, we an forget about the F -terms. The D-
term, however, gives a ontribution to the salar potential after elimination of Da
through its equation of motion (there is a D2 term from the kineti Lagrangean of
the gauge eld),
V = VD =
1
g2
(
φfT
aφf
)2
.
(38)
This potential vanishes for the following eld values:
φ1 = v
(
1
0
)
, φ2 = v
(
0
1
)
, (39)
where v is a omplex number. A priori, φ1 and φ2 ould have dierent phases, but
the relative phase an be gauged away. That the potential indeed vanishes an be
seen from the expliit form of the generators:
7
Atually, they should transform as doublet and antidoublet, but for SU(2) the antidoublet is
isomorphi to the doublet (via Q˜i = εijQ˜j).
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• a = 1, 2: The generators are o-diagonal, and the produt of the form
(1, 0)
(
0 X
Y 0
)(
1
0
)
vanishes for any X , Y .
• a = 3: τ 3 is diagonal, but traeless, and hene
φ1τ
3φ1 + φ2τ
3φ2 = v
2 − v2 = 0.
So there is a non-ompat vauum manifold parameterised by v. The denition of
v in Eq. (39) seems to be gauge dependent. In fat, the degree of gauge dependene
is minimal, sine v2 is gauge independent. This is learly seen from
v2 = 1
2
φifφ
j
gεijε
fg ≡ H2. (40)
Hene the at diretion is a one-dimensional omplex line. For any value of v2 6= 0,
the gauge symmetry is broken and the gauge bosons aquire the mass Mg = gv,
proportional to the as yet undetermined parameter v.
We will later see that the theory atually wants to develop a large v. If then
Mg ≫ 1, the theory is weakly oupled and we an atually alulate everything. The
gluons thus behave rather like W bosons.
3.3.2 Low-Energy Theory and Nonperturbative Superpotential
The gauge symmetry breaking and Higgs mehanism reshue the degrees of freedom,
sine the vetor bosons eat some part of the salar elds aquiring longitudinal
omponents. The degrees of freedom before and after gauge symmetry breaking are
listed in Table 1.
To analyse the vauum struture, we an integrate out the heavy elds and on-
sider just the low-energy eetive ation. All we are left with is a hiral multiplet X
dened by the formula
X2 = QifQ
j
gεijε
fg .
Its salar omponent is the Higgs eld H ≡ v, and there are superpartners,
X = H +
√
2 θψ + θ2FX . (41)
For the resulting Lagrangean, we get the usual kineti term and nothing else, at
the perturbative level. However, instantons indue a nonperturbative ontribution
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before after
SF Component eld b f SF Component eld b f M
V
3 gluons 6
Vm
3 W bosons 9

Mg
3 gluinos 6 3 gluinos 6
Q
2 omplex salars 4 3 gauge fermions 6
2 Weyl fermions 4 3 real salars 3
Q˜
2 omplex salars 4
X
1 omplex salar 2
0
2 Weyl fermions 4 1 Weyl fermion 2
Table 1: Degrees of freedom before and after gauge symmetry breaking. In the SF olumn, we
give the supereld and in the next olumn the ontained omponent elds. b and f denote bosoni
and fermioni degrees of freedom, respetively, and M is the mass of the elds. Before symmetry
breaking, all elds are massless. Vm denotes a massive vetor supereld, inluding the additional
fermion and salar, and X is a hiral multiplet whih inludes the elds whih are still massless
after the Higgs mehanism.
to the superpotential. This ontribution is severely restried by the non-anomalous
R-symmetry of the theory, on whih I will dwell momentarily. The only allowed form
is
L =
∫
d
4θ XX +
{
c
∫
d
2θ
Λ5
X2
+ H..
}
. (42)
The nonperturbative nature of the superpotential an be seen from its dependene
on Λ5, as opposed to perturbative terms whih ould ontain only powers of (ln Λ)−1.
Division by X is to be understood as an expansion in θ,
1
X2
=
1
H2 + 2
√
2 θχH + θ2 (2FH − χχ)
=
1
H2
− 1
H3
(
2
√
2 θχ+ 2θ2F
)
− 1
H4
θ2χχ.
(43)
Now I return to the issue of the R-symmetry, whih is a global (hiral) U(1)
symmetry of the fundamental theory with respet to rotations of the fermions and
sfermions. R-symmetry does not ommute with supersymmetry, as it requires a
rotation of the Grassmann parameters θ and θ¯. Assume that dθ → eiαdθ. (Naturally
dθ¯ → e−iαdθ¯.) Sine the kineti term of the gauge elds is proportional to ∫ trW 2d2θ
the invariane of the Lagrangean then requires that W → e−iαW whih entails, in
turn that λ→ e−iαλ.
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The U(1) harges of the matter fermions are determined by anomaly anellation:
we want the R urrent to be onserved not only lassially, but, rather, exatly
onserved. The exatly onserved R urrent is
λ¯σ¯mλ− 2
∑
f
ψ¯f σ¯mψf .
The emergene of the fator 2 in front of the matter fermions is explained by the
fat that for SU(2) the ontributions to the anomaly of the gaugino is twie larger
that that of the matter fermions, see footnote before Eq. (32). Therefore, from the
law of the R rotation of λ above we dedue that ψf → e2iαψf . What remains to be
established is the R harge of the sfermion eld φf . The easiest way is to examine the
vertex (ψfλ)φ¯
f
in the Lagrangean. Its invariane requires that φ¯f → e−iαφ¯f , whih
implies that φf → eiαφf . Finally, let us note that if dθ → eiαdθ then θ → e−iαθ.
Combining this with the above results we onlude that the matter superelds are
transformed as Qif → eiαQif while V → V . The R-harges of the elds are olleted
in table 2. The R-harge n means that a eld φ transforms as φ→ einαφ.
φ λ ϕf ψf θ dθ
n −1 1 2 −1 1
Table 2: R-harges of the elds.
The non-anomalous R-symmetry must be on-
served in the low-energy eetive ation whih
emerges after integration over the heavy elds. Note
that X → eiαX ; in other words, the R harge of X
is unity. Sine the kineti terms are ∼ XX , there is
no restrition from R-symmetry on the kineti term. The superpotential is quite
onstrained, however. Indeed, if we impose analytiity (W ∼ Xk), we nd∫
d
2θ︸︷︷︸
harge 2
Xk → ei(2+k)α
∫
d
2θ Xk, (44)
so the superpotential must be ∼ X−2. To guarantee the appropriate mass dimension,
we then have to insert the fth power of Λ, the only dimensionful parameter of the
theory. Note that exatly Λ5 emerges from the one-instanton measure.
Now, the superpotential is ompletely xed up to a oeient. This oeient,
in priniple, ould be zero. Therefore, stritly speaking, we do not yet know whether
a superpotential is generated nonperturbatively, but if it is, it must be of the form
given in Eq. (42).
3.3.3 Instantons Generate this Superpotential
We will now hek that instantons do generate this superpotential. Instantons (at
weak oupling) are lassial solutions to the gauge eld equations of motion with
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Iλ
λ
ψ1
λ
λ
ψ2
(a) Generi Instan-
ton with all zero
modes
I
λλ
λ
ψ
φ
×
λ
ψ
φ
×
(b) Four zero modes
eliminated
I
λ ψ
φ
×
λψ
φ
×
λ
ψ
φ
×
λ
ψ
φ
×
() Remaining λ
zero modes on-
verted to ψ's
Figure 4: Instanton ontribution to the superpotential. Fermioni zero modes are onvoluted and
onverted using the vauum expaetation value of φ
non-trivial topology in eld spae and nite ation S∗ 6= 0. Their ontributions
are suppressed by exp{−S∗} = exp{−8π2/g2}, and so perturbative eets (orre-
sponding to S = 0) are dominant. But in the ase of the superpotential, there are
no perturbative ontributions (this is the famous non-renormalisation theorem for
superpotentials), so the instanton eets deide the outome.
Our model is onstruted in suh a way that at v 6= 0 the gauge symmetry of
the model is ompletely broken and all gauge bosons beome massive (in fat, very
heavy if v is large). Why is it that the requirement of the omplete breaking of the
gauge symmetry is so important?
If all gauge bosons are heavy (muh heavier than Λ) the theory is at weak ou-
pling. This means that all alulations, inluding instanton alulations, are under
omplete ontrol and are reliable. If, on the other hand, a non-Abelian subgroup
remains unbroken,the analysis is dragged, with neessity, into a strong oupling do-
main, where theoretial ontrol is lost. Tehnially this loss manifests itself in the
fat that, with unbroken non-Abelian gauge group, integrals over the instanton size
beome divergent, and there is no way one an make instanton alulation well-
dened.
After this remark let us pass to determination of the oeient c in the model at
hand. Usually, instanton analyses are quite umbersome. Supersymmetry makes it
rather trivial, however.
The instanton suppression fator exp{−8π2/g2} quoted above is just the las-
sial instanton ation. To arry out the atual alulation we must integrate over
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utuations of all elds over the instanton solution. To this end one expands the
eld utuations in modes. There are a few zero modes, and an innite number of
non-zero modes. Handling non-zero modes is the most labour-intensive and time-
onsuming part of the problem. In supersymmetri theories one an prove, however,
that all nonzero modes anel eah other, so the instanton analysis redues to that
of zero modes [11℄.
Pitorially, the instanton is represented by a irle with an I in it in Figure 4. In
the model under onsideration the instanton has four gaugino zero modes and two
zero modes orresponding to two subavors of the matter fermions (see Fig. a). In
order to determine the number of the zero modes one does not have to atually nd
them. The anomaly relation (36), ombined with∫
d4x
1
16π2
(
GamnG˜
a,mn
)
inst
= 2,
xes the number of the gaugino zero modes, while a similar anomaly relation for
the matter fermion axial urrent determines the number of the matter fermion zero
modes. All fermion lines are direted outward, so the instanton breaks the hiral
symmetry. It makes all anomalies expliit. The hiral urrents of both gauginos
and matter fermions are anomalous. As I have already mentioned, however, the
ombination jλ − 2jψ is not.
At rst sight, it seems that the fat that there are six fermion zero modes in the
instanton bakground forbids generation of the eetive Lagrangean (42) (see also
Eq. (43)). Indeed, this eetive Lagrangean requires two and only two fermion zero
modes, sine the only term surviving after integration over d
2θ is the last one in Eq.
(43). Let us not rush to hasty onlusions, however.
The fundamental Lagrangean of our model ontains the vertex (ψfλ)φ¯
f
. It allows
one to onvolute a pair of the gaugino zero modes with those of the matter elds
exploiting the non-vanishing vauum value of φ¯f , Fig. b. Next, we use the same
vertex again to trade two remaining gluino zero modes into ψ2 (Fig. ). Thus,
the one-instanton ontribution does generate a ψψ/H4-term, and supersymmetry
ensures that the FX/H
3
term needed for the salar potential is generated as well [4℄,
although the emergene of this term is harder to see (an o-shell bakground eld
would be required). This ontribution also has the Λ5-fator needed for dimensional
reasons. Higher instanton eets vanish. For instane, two instantons would produe
Λ10 in the superpotential, whih, as we know on general grounds, is impossible.
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3.3.4 Runaway Vauum and the Quark Mass Term
Now that we have established generation of the superpotential in Eq. (42), we an
use the expansion in (43) and perform the d
2θ-integration. Note that the numerial
onstant c is fully determined by normalizations of the zero modes, whih are very
well known. For further tehnial details I refer to [11℄.
Eliminating the auxiliary eld, we obtain the salar potential
V (H) = VD︸︷︷︸
= 0
+VF = 4cc¯
Λ10
|H|6 , (45)
whih goes to zero at innity and does not have a minimum at nite eld values.
Suh a situation is usually referred to as a runaway vauum.
We an, however, ure this disaster by adding a small quark mass to the su-
perpotential of the fundamental theory (small for now, we will later take the limit
m→∞, so the (s)quarks will drop out again). With the mass term swithed on the
superpotential will take the form
W (X) = mX2 +
cΛ5
X2
. (46)
Now ∂W/∂X (and hene V (H)) vanishes at nite values of X , namely, at
H2 = ±
√
6c
√
Λ5
m
≫ Λ2 . (47)
These are the minima of the salar potential. As was expeted, there are two vaua
8
.
The vauum expetation value of H2 is stabilized far away from the origin. This
justies a posteriori our starting assumption that the gauge bosons are very heavy
and an be integrated out.
3.3.5 The Konishi Anomaly
Thus, we found 〈H2〉. Remember, however, that our task was to determine the gluino
ondensate, 〈λ2〉. Sine the gluon and gluino elds are integrated out, it might seem
that information on 〈λ2〉 is lost. This is not the ase  we an relate the vauum
expetation value of H2 to the gluino ondensate by virtue of the Konishi anomaly.
The Konishi anomaly is a supersymmetri generalisation of the hiral anomaly, i.e.
8
A natural question whih one might ask is why I quote here the solutions for H2 rather than
H . The point is that H2 is gauge invariant, see the denition before Eq. (41).
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the nononservation of the axial urrent whih is proportional to GmnG˜
mn
. This
produt is ontained in the highest omponent of the supereld trW αWα, and the
Konishi relation is
D2
(
Q˜Q
)
=
1
2π
trW αWα +Q
∂W
∂Q
, (48)
where W α is the eld strength supereld and the W appearing in the last term is
the superpotential. Spelled out expliitly, the last term is 4mQifQ
j
gε
fgεij ≡ 4mQ2.
However, the left hand side of Eq. (48) is a total superspae derivative, so its
expetation value in any supersymmetri vauum must vanish. This, in turn, gives
us the relation we desire, namely〈
1
2π
trW αWα + 4mQ
2
〉
= 0,
or in partiular its lowest omponent,〈
1
2π
λαλα + 4mH
2
〉
= 0. (49)
Inserting the expression for H2 from Eq. (47), we get
1
2π
〈λαλα〉 = ±6
π
√
Λ5m. (50)
3.3.6 Limit m→∞: Gluino Condensate, Finally
The above result was omputed at small m. However, in the very end we want to
take the limit m→∞. How do we know that Eq. (50) is still valid?
Here we an exploit the fat that λλ is a hiral quantity whih must depend
analytially on the (omplex) mass parameter m, so its funtional dependene is de-
termined by its singularity struture. Furthermore, we an onsider the R-symmetry
of the theory. Invariane of d
2θmX2 under the R transformation requires the R-
harge of m to be −4. Sine the R-harge of λ2 is −2, the analyti m dependene
of λλ implies that λλ ∝ mk with k = 1
2
, whih means that Eq. (50) is exat at all
values of m.
Still, the limit m → ∞ of Eq. (50) seems not to make sense, sine it would
imply 〈λλ〉 → ∞ as well. However, the sale Λ ≡ Λ
1
is the sale of a theory with
one avour. In the m → ∞ limit, the theory redues again to pure SYM theory,
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where the relevant sale Λ
SYM
may and does dier. Atually, there is an exat result
relating the sales,
Λ3
SYM
=
(
Λ5
1
m
) 1
2 , (51)
whih follows from the mathing of the gauge oupling running with appropriate β
funtions. We see that the right-hand side of this expression is preisely the right-
hand side in Eq. (50). So we an now safely take the limit and arrive at
〈λαλα〉 = ±12Λ3
SYM
. (52)
This is exatly the expression advertised in Eq. (32) restrited to SU(2), sine the
exponential just redues to ±1.
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A Convention and Notation
A.1 Metri
We use latin indies m,n, . . . for vetors and tensors, the metri and Levi-Civita
symbols are
ηmn = diag(+,−,−,−), ε0123 = −1. (53)
A.2 Weyl Spinors
In this notes we are always using two omponent (Weyl) spinors in van-der-Waerden
notation, i.e. with dotted and undotted greek letters as indies, indiating the
(
1
2
, 0
)
or (0, 1
2
) representation of SL(2,C)9. These indies are raised and lowered with the
ε-symbol,
χα = εαβχβ, χα = εαβχ
β, ε12 = ε21 = 1, ε
αγεγβ = δ
α
β . (54)
In produts of spinors, the onvention is that undotted indies are ontrated
from upper left to lower right, and dotted ones from lower right to upper left:
χη ≡ χαηα χ¯η¯ ≡ χ¯α˙η¯α˙ (55)
Sine the spinors antiommute and raising and lowering of a ontrated index also
gives a fator of −1, we have
χη = χαηα = −ηαχα = −εαβηβχα = ηβχβ = ηχ (56)
und also χ¯η¯ = η¯χ¯.
The rle of the γ matries is played by the σ matries,
σmαα˙ =
(−12, σi)αα˙ and σ¯mα˙α = εα˙β˙εαβσmββ˙ = (−12,−σi)α˙α (57)
with σi the Pauli matries. We also need the ommutator of the σ's,
(σmn) βα =
1
4
(σmσ¯n − σnσ¯m) βα (σ¯mn)α˙β˙ = 14 (σ¯mσn − σ¯nσm)α˙β˙ , (58)
whih are antisymmetri in (mn). If one of the spinor indies is raised or lowered,
they are also symmetri in (αβ) or (α˙β˙), respetively.
Whenever possible, we omit the spinor indies and write e.g. χη for χαηα, θ
2
for
θαθα and χσ
mη¯ for χασmαα˙η¯
α˙
.
9
This is the universal over of the Lorentz group.
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A.3 Relation to Dira and Majorana Spinors
The transition to usual four-omponent Dira spinors Ψ is most easily done in the
hiral (or Weyl) basis for the γ-matries,
γm =
(
0 σm
σ¯m 0
)
. (59)
In this basis, a Dira spinor Ψ diretly redues to two Weyl ones,
Ψ =
(
χα
η¯α˙
)
, Ψ¯ = (ηα, χ¯α˙) , (60)
and kineti and mass terms beome
Ψ¯γm∂mΨ = (η
α, χ¯α˙)
(
0 σm
σ¯m 0
)
∂m
(
χα
η¯α˙
)
= χ¯σm∂mχ+ ησ
m∂mη¯, (61)
mΨ¯Ψ = m (ηα, χ¯α˙)
(
χα
η¯α˙
)
= m (ηχ+ χ¯η¯) . (62)
Majorana spinors ΨM , on the other hand, orrespond to just one Weyl spinor
and deompose as
ΨM =
(
χα
χ¯α˙
)
. (63)
A.4 Spinor Derivatives
Some are has to be taken when raising ore lowering indies on spinorial derivatives
(there is an additional minus sign). They at in the following way (note the order of
the indies on the ε's):
∂
∂θα
θβ ≡ ∂αθβ = δαβ ∂αθβ = εβα ∂αθβ = δαβ ∂αθβ = εβα (64)
∂
∂θ¯α˙
θ¯β˙ ≡ ∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ = δα˙β˙ ∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ = εβ˙α˙ ∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ = δα˙β˙ ∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ = εβ˙α˙ (65)
Rules for the ation of produts of θ's:
∂αθ
βθβ =
(
∂αθ
β
)
θβ − θβ∂αθβ = 2θα ∂2θ2 = ∂α∂αθβθβ = 2∂αθα = 4 (66)
∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ θ¯
β˙ =
(
∂¯α˙θ¯β˙
)
θ¯β˙ − θ¯β˙ ∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ = −2θ¯α˙ ∂¯2θ¯2 = ∂¯α˙∂¯α˙θ¯β˙ θ¯β˙ = 2∂¯α˙θ¯α˙ = 4 (67)
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A.5 Vetors and Bispinors
Vetor indies m an be onverted to a pair of spinor ones αα˙ by ontration with
the σ matries, speially for vetors Xm
Xαα˙ = Xmσ
m
αα˙ Xm = −12Xαα˙σ¯αα˙m XmYm = −12Xαα˙Yαα˙, (68)
and for antisymmetri tensors Fmn,
F βα = Fmn (σ
mn) βα F
β
α (σ
mn) αβ = −Fmn − 12 iF˜mn, (69)
where the dual tensor appears as the imaginary part.
A.6 Useful Identities
Spinor Produts:
θαθβ = −1
2
εαβθθ, θαθβ =
1
2
εαβθθ θ¯
α˙θ¯β˙ = 1
2
εα˙β˙ θ¯θ¯, θ¯α˙θ¯β˙ = −12εα˙β˙ θ¯θ¯ (70)
θαθ
β = −1
2
θθδβα, θ
αθβ =
1
2
θθδαβ θ¯α˙θ¯
β˙ = 1
2
θ¯θ¯δβ˙α˙, θ¯
α˙θ¯β˙ = −12 θ¯θ¯δα˙β˙ (71)
Rules for σ matries:
σmαα˙σ¯
n α˙β = −ηmnδβα + 2(σmn) βα σ¯mα˙ασnαβ˙ = −ηmnδα˙β˙ + 2(σ¯mn)α˙β˙ (72)
(σmn) βα =
1
4
(
σmαα˙σ¯
n α˙β − σnαα˙σ¯mα˙β
)
(σ¯mn)α˙
β˙
= 1
4
(
σ¯mα˙ασn
αβ˙
− σ¯n α˙ασm
αβ˙
)
(73)
(σmn) αα = (σ¯
mn)α˙α˙ = 0 tr(σ
mσ¯n) = −2ηmn (74)
σmαα˙σ¯
β˙β
m = −2δβαδβ˙α˙ σmαα˙σmββ˙ = −2εαβεα˙β˙ (75)
σaσ¯bσc = ηacσb − ηbcσa − ηabσc + iεabcdσd (76)
σ¯aσbσ¯c = ηacσ¯b − ηbcσ¯a − ηabσ¯c − iεabcdσ¯d (77)
σmnβα σ
kl α
β = −12
(
ηmkηnl − ηmlηnk + iεmnkl) (78)
σ¯mn β˙
α˙
σ¯kl α˙
β˙
= −1
2
(
ηmkηnl − ηmlηnk + iεmnkl) (79)
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